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THE season has been one of extremely bad weather, mitigated in a 
few places by a certain number of very fine days in the latter part of 
August. Conditions in the High Alps especially in the Bernese 
Oberland were of the worst description, where snow in heaped-up 
masses lay on every ridge and face. Many of the usual routes wen~ 
extremely difficult, while the harder ones verged on the impossible. 
As usual, '\\'·eather and conditions were disregarded by many parties, 
\Vith the inevitable result that numerous accidents occurred. Of these, 
we know of but one that could not have been avoided, but all must pale 
before the suicidal follies of the Eigerwand. Never perhaps in the 
whole history of mountaineering has a more deliberate attempt been 
made to combine extreme danger with the hope of that notoriety so 
easily attained by means of the Scheidegg and Grindelwald telescopes, 
and the adjacency of railways above and below ground.1 When the 
conquest of the Eiger's N. face was first accomplished in 1932, . but 
one person was entrusted with the secret that an attempt was to be 
made. No~ another soul was aware, before the return of the party 
on the same evening to Kl. Scheidegg, of their splendid success. 
But that great party was composed of mountaineers, not of gladiators 
or Olympic competitors ; there was no question of cheap advertise
ment of self or country. The route had been studied by one of 
the party for years, two of the others had recently reconnoitred it 
thoroughly. Thus a great feat was accomplished safely, in one day, 
and with the absolute minimum of danger. 

That the Eigerwand is possible few can doubt. That the risks are 
overwheln1ing is even more obvious. We can but quote the \vords 
of a member, one of the most distinguished of German mountaineers: 

' That Eigerwand is a farce mixed with tragedy. That little hole 
(tunnel-gallery) in the wall seems to be considered an artificial aid 
that must not b~ used as a base. Each half is, of course, one quarter 
as difficult as the whole would be without it. The exact repetition of 
the accident of 1935 proves a regular habit, namely, that of getting 
iced-up in a wall just like a bird on bird-lime. The weather is no 
excuse. In a climb of 3 days one simply rnust assume that the third 
day \vill be bad, and a man must know that he can retreat. Otherwise 
he is not a mountaineer.' . 

But with the publication 2 of a first-page paean on the ' heroes ' of 
the Eigerwand, followed by a self-adulatory account of the terrors of 
the Matterhorn, N. face, we can see no official atten1pt to enforce on 

1 One of the worst features of the accident, as reported in the Swiss Press, 
was the influx by rail and 'bus of ghoul-like masses of the proletariat to Grindel
wald and the Scheid egg. 

2 Der B ergsteiger, August 1936. We should add that a second and far more 
reasonable article has since appeared: Zoe. cit., September 1936, pp. 653-62. 
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the youth of Germany respect and obedience to even the elementary 
lavvs of mountaineering. 

Further accidents besides those related occurred on Monte Gruetta, 
Mont Blanc, Col des Gran des J or asses (N. face), Grand Moeveran, 
Matterhorn, Zinal Rothhorn, Ober Gabelhorn, Monte Rosa, in the 
Bregaglia, together with the normal Eastern Alps casualties. 

The Accidents on the Matterhorn and Dent Blanche 

MR. GEORGE RESTALL of Birmingham, aged thirty to thirty-five years, 
together with the guide Isidor Perren, reached the summit of the 
MATTERHORN by the ordinary, Hornli, route on August 5· We are 
informed that both had left their ice axes at the Hornli, notwith
standing that the mountain was in execrable condition. Two other 
parties similarly attained the summit, Perren's party being the second 
in the descent, with an interval of about I o minutes betvveen it and the 
last. Suddenly the guide of the last party perceived that Perren 
and his companion had vanished. They had apparently fallen on a 
glazed slope and traces could be seen on the Furgg Glacier 4000 ft. 
below, the slip having taken place about IS minutes belovv the summit. 
The accident vvas observed by telescope from the Riffelal p, and the 
body of Perren -vvas duly recovered. While a search was being prose
cuted for that of the Englishman, the rescue party of 8 guides heard, 
on August 6, cries for help emanating from an Englishman at the foot 
of the Matterhorn. It appears that a British party consisting of 
Miss Freda Gurrant, aged about twenty-two years, Miss Hilda (?) 
Dougherty with J . E. B. Wright, said to be a 'guide' from the Lakes 
District, was climbing the mountain without local guides by the 
ordinary route. A falling stone struck the rope and dislodged the 
party, Miss Currant being swept away to her death through the rope 
breaking. The others were uninjured, as was another British party 
which the stone just missed. The guides recovered the body. 

1'he rope was, according to a well-known guide with the rescue 
party, completely rotten. 

ON August 6 a party consisting of Mr. Geoffrey C. G·regson, aged 
twenty-four years, together with the Zinal guide Raymond Cottier 
and the porter Theytaz, was climbing the DENT BLANCHE by the 
difficult E. arete, or Viereselgrat. At about I2.oo, and close below the 
summit, a snow corniche suddenly gave way on the Schonbiihl side, 
the party being precipitated some 4000 ft. to their death. 

Telescope observers were remarking at the moment of the accident 
that the party vvas far too near the corniche, but it is probable that the 
E. arete was not in condition to be traversed in a season like that of 
I936. See A.J. 43· 9- Io, I62. 

The Accident on Monte Rosa 

ON July 20, I 93 6, two very young Italians, Signori A. La us and 
A. Scotti, attempted the ascent of the Dufourspitze from the Marinelli 
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hut. Together with a solitary German who had intended to try the 
expedition alone, they left the hut at or .oo. Progress was very slow 
and bad weather coming on about 12.00, the Italians proceeded to 
bivouac in a handy crevasse, the Alleingiinger,3 wisely descending. 
On the following day the Italians, much fresh snow having fallen, 
resumed their slow advance and at 12.00 reached the S.E. buttress of 
the Grenzspitze, which they attacked well to the N. of the ordinary 
route. I.~aus, leading, soon found himself in difficulties and descended ; 
the party then bore to the left, S., to try to reach the Colle Zumstein. 
Having attained a spot some 150ft. below the -vvatershed, a slip occurred, 
probably caused by fresh snow on ice. Scotti found himself stopped 
some 6oo ft. lower down with Laus lying dead belovv him. Axeless, 
Scotti spent a second night on the brink of a crevasse, not having 
eaten since July 20 because the party was carrying but one meal (sic). 

On July 2 3 Scotti saw a party of two some I 5o ft. above him. 
I-Iaving exchanged shouts with these--apparently the guide Gottfried 
Perren of Zermatt, together with a Berne climber- the latter turned 
away without descending to Scotti. Yet another night, July 23-24, 
was spent in a crevasse by the young climber. 

l\t1eanwhile the alarm had been given on July 21 at Macugnaga by 
a guide at the Pedriola Alp. On July 23 a break in the clouds had 
shown a motionless black speck7 below the bergschrund, at some 
4300 m., together vvith a solitary person descending some 300 ft. 
lower down. A rescue party of 7 guides and porters was organized 
quickly by our member and President of the C.A.A.I., Count Bonacossa. 
The guides proceeded as swiftly as possible to the Marinelli hut vvith 
instructions that if the weather cleared they were to proceed towards 
the Dufourspitze. Starting with good snow and conditions on July 24, 
they found the exhausted Scotti in a hole ; it was about 04.45 and he 
had then been out three whole days without food of any sort. 

Some 300ft. higher up the guides came on the injured body of l,aus. 
Together with the body, the guides now began the perilous transport 
of Scotti to the valley. Owing to its good condition, the party chose 
the surface of the Marinelli couloir 4 as their line of descent. All went 
well at first, but when the party had descended to about the 3300-m~ 
level an avalanche broke off from the Silbersattel and swiftly swept 
the couloir. The guides were able to escape by scrambling up the 
bank, but Scotti and the body were carried resistlessly downwards. 
Fortunately there were no rocks in the avalanche and, the latter finally 
coming to a stop, Scotti, who had kept his head admirably, was dragged 
out by a guide, who from the l\1arinelli hut had been a spectator of 
the episode. Scotti, who had received further injuries, was safely 
taken to hospital at Domodossola. For a time he appeared to be 

3 One such arrived in the Wiesbadener hut last summer during a raging 
Fohn. Despite all warnings he started at 13.30 for the ascent of Piz Buin. 
He was found fortuitously in a crevasse. on the following evening and rescued 
with broken legs and other injuries. 

4 This appears to have been a very curious decision on the part of the 
guides ? 

• 
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doing well, despite injuries and severe frostbites, but on July 27 he 
expired. The body of Laus was recovered. 

From Lo Scarpone.5 

The conduct of the guide Gottfried Perren is harshly criticized in 
Italy. It is evident that weather and conditions on t.he E. face of 
Monte Rosa from July 2I-23 were most dangerous and that a guide's 
duty is towards his own party first and last. But not having heard the 
story of the Swiss party, \¥e must avoid comment of any sort. Editor. 

The Accident on the Allalinhorn 

FRAULEIN BERTA KRAUER and the twenty-one-year-old student I-Ierr 
Hans Muller attempted to ascend the peak by its easy S.W. buttress 
on August 7, I936. Eye-witnesses climbing in the immediate neigh
bourhood state that the party, nearing the steep rocky wall forming the 
upper part of the buttress, lost its way and, although warned by the 
guides of other parties ascending the mountain, continued by the line 
attempted. No effort to safeguard her companion and leader vvas made 
by the entirely inexperienced lady, and presently the former scrambling 
among loose rocks lost his hold and fell backwards, dragging his 
companion instantly down with him. Both fell I3oo ft. on to the 
Allalin Glacier and were killed on the spot. Moreover, an experienced 
Basle party below the fall narrowly avoided being swept away by the 
falling bodies. A rescue party brought the remains to Saas Fee. 

This was obviously an accident occurring to a totally irresponsible 
party, clearly not fit for a moment to climb, guideless, even so easy a 
mountain as the Allalinhorn. 

The Accidents on the Schneehorn 

ON July I two German climbers, Herren Hans Teufel and Albert 
Herbst, who had been training in the neighbourhood for several weeks 
in view of an attempt on the N. face, Eigerwand, of the Eiger, set out 
for the N. face of the J ungfrau. Starting from the Guggi hut, they 
bivouacked in very bad weather under the Schneehorn, visibility 
being practically nil. Both fell from the Schneehorn and Teufel 
was killed. On July 3 Herbst's cries for help were heard from Eiger
gletscher and a rescue party led by the well-known guide Fritz Steuri, 
sen., of Grindelwald, set out at once. The party reached the scene 
of the accident at 2 I .oo and brought down the gravely injured survivor. 
Herbst is aged 25, while Teufel was a year younger. At Kl. Scheidegg 
both had been overheard speaking very slightingly of Swiss guides in 
general. Con-ununicated. 

On August 29 three young Swiss, Herren Roth, Brunner and Die
trich, left the Guggi hut en route for the J ungfrau. A party coming 
from the summit and another from the Monch, having seen nothing 

5 The details of the accident were supplied in hospital by Scotti himself . 
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of them, although the three parties should normally have met, gave 
the alarm to Kl. Scheidegg. A rescue party of guides accordingly 
set out, finding traces of the Roth party ending abruptly under an ice 
avalanche that had fallen from the icefall of the Kiihlauenen Glacier. 
A prolonged search ended in the excavating of the three bodies from the 
bergschrund and from under many tons of debris. During the search 
the leading guide, Fritz Steuri, sen., was, we regret to hear, seriously 
injured by a further fall of ice. 

The Swiss were competent mountaineers and this accident occurring 
on a classical route may be ascribed to pure bad luck. 

The Accidents on the Eiger 

THE N. face of the Eiger consists, as is well known, of two halves 
separated by a great buttress or edge. The eastern half was climbed 
on August 20, 1932, by our Swiss members (the late) Dr. Hans Lauper 
and Herr Alfred Zurcher, with the V alaisan guides, Alexander Graven 
and Josef Knubel one of the strongest combinations yet pitted together 
against a great face. This climb constituted the first ascent of the Eiger 
by the N. face.6 The western, or 'Eigerwand,' portion of the face, 
the great precipice in which gapes the window of the Eigerwand station 
of the Jungfrau railway, was attempted with disastrous results by 
Herren Sedlmayr and Mehringer in 1935.7 

The following is a very brief summary of the events of July 1936, 
compiled from various sources and narratives. 8 The line taken in the 
assault of the Eigerwand by the victims of 1936 lies somewhat to the 
right, W., of that attempted by those of I 93 5. 

Several German parties were in position at the base of the face in 
July last, but with the exception of those to be mentioned, all had pre
viously retired on account of the exceptionally bad weather and condi
tions prevalent throughout the AI ps. The die-hards consisted of 
Herren Andreas Hinterstoisser of Reichenhall . and Anton Kurz of 
Berchtesgaden, together with an Austrian combination, Herren Willy 
Angerer and Eduard Rainer, who had arranged to join forces. On 
July 7 an attempt by the two Germans had been repulsed at about 
3000 m., when during the descent one of the climbers fell heavily some 
I 20 ft., his life being saved by luck and the fact that he pitched on to 
a patch of soft snow. Not much damage was caused. 

On Saturday, July I8, during a momentary weather clearing, and in 
the teeth of every conceivable warning from the local guides and ex
perts, the four climbers set out for the N. face of the Eiger, 3974 m., 
at 02.00 ; Kl. Scheidegg being the point of departure. The ages of 

6 A .J. 44· 3I8-I9; 45· 53-61. 
7 Ibid. 47· 378- 81. The name of the latter climber is as now given. 
8 Consult Der Kampf um die Eiger Nordwand, edited by 0. Zwahlen, Basle, 

1936 (Pp. 48, illustrated) a remarkable study, despite som e historical 
inaccuracies from which account it appears that the r 93 5 victims were far 
better equipped and had more thoroughly realized their responsibilities than 
those of 1936. 
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the united party varied between t\venty-seven and twenty-three years. 
All especially Kurz are stated to have been competent rock-climbers 
with much Eastern. Alps' experience; in fact, the Germans were 
qualified ' guides.' Their equipment was sadly deficient as regards 
clothing and food, although immense quantities of rope and metal were 
carried. The former comprised, per man, a small waterproof sheet, 
I lb. of bread, ~ lb. of bacon, a few sardines and a little sugar, tea and 
meta fuel : the latter included a total of 6o pitons, Karabiner, together 
with 400 ft. of rope besides line. All the members were stated to be 
competing for the Olympic medal to be awarded ' for the greatest 
mountaineering feat achieved in I936,' following the evil precedent 
of the said medal when presented for the conquest of the N. face 
of the Matterhorn in I 93 r. Shortly after the departure of the party, 
a telegram from the officer commanding the Germans' regiment 
arrived, forbidding any attempt by his subordinates on the Eigerwand. 
We commend the action of the said C.O., but fate intervened. 

The party, watched through telescopes from Kl. Scheidegg and by 
spectators at Alpiglen, had gained by o8.oo, thanks to the previous 
reconnaissance, a height of some 3000 m., while at o8.3o the bivouac of 
July 7 was duly attained. Now began a comparatively short but most 
difficult and dangerous descending traverse to the left, E., towards the 
line attempted in I935· This was accomplished, mechanically, by 
09.25. The party now turned upwards and with immense labour 
attained the neighbourhood of the upper, I935, bivouac at r6.3o, 
retreat from this spot appearing quite hopeless. The advance con
tinued up an often overhanging and 7oo-ft. boss, glazed with ice and 
swept by stones, called the Rote Fluh. The party bivouacked just above 
this spot. It was a veritable tour de force. Bad weather, thunder and 
lightning, came on, the face streaming with water and snow-slides. 
The height attained was about 3200 m., or some 2500 ft. below the 
Eiger' s summit. 

At o6.45 on Sunday, July I9, during a momentary break in the 
storm, the party were observed to force their way up an ice slope, securing 
themselves to a piton. 1'hen the clouds shut down definitely. On 
l\1onday, July 20, through swirling mists, a fresh start was observed at 
about o8.oo. After some hours of exertion but little actual progress, 
it was noted that the party was now descending and that Angerer 
(?or perhaps Rainer) was apparently suffering from a head-wound. 
At 17.00 they were on the great snow slope above the Rote Fluh and 
still descending ; visibility then became nil and it is surmised that they 
possibly re-attained the Saturday bivouac. The weather now became 
fearful, the entire face being swept by torrents of water, stones and 
avalanches. 

At og.oo on July 21 the party was again observed momentarily 
just above the great Rote Fluh, \Vith its fearsome and previously de
scribed I 5o-ft. traverse. Attracted by the cries of a rail way ganger, 
who, from a gallery leading to the open from the tunnel of the Jungfrau 
railway, situated to the W. of Eigerwand station, had observed the party 
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in distress, a rescue party of guides now set out. Adolf and Christian 
Rubi, Hans Schlunegger of Wengen, together with i\rnold Glatthard 
of Kl. Scheidegg, made up its members. Debouching from the same 
gallery, they contrived under terrible difficulties and danger to force 
their way eastwards across the face towards the line of descent of the 
Austro-Germans. These latter, all on one rope, endeavoured to 
accomplish the now upwards traverse to the Rote Fluh, but the latter 
proving utterly impracticable, nothing was left but to rope dovvn direct 
over the overhanging precipice. With Angerer leading and the others 
respectively to right and left of the supporting piton, a desperate and 
prolonged effort was made. What then happened can never be known 
exactly, but the further narrative is compiled from the guides' statements, 
from telescope observations and from disjointed shouts exchanged 
between Kurz, the last survivor, and the W eng en guides. 

Angerer endeavoured to rope down, but there being insufficient rope 
available, Hinterstoisser was compelled to detach himself from his loop 
to enable the former to descend. Hinterstoisser fell at this moment, 
while Angerer, making an effort to avert the fall, ~;as caught by the 
swinging coils and instantly throttled to death where he stood, Hinter
stoisser's body crashing to the base of the cliff. Meanwhile, Rainer, 
the last man, to the left of the Karabiner, was jammed by pressure 
against the piton, the wrench of the rope, together \Vith (?)injuries and 
cold, causing death within a few moments. Kurz, still able to hold, 
called out to the guides below that he was now ' alone ' and that the 
others were dead, his position being the third on the rope. Exhausted, 
with one arm and its corresponding fingers useless from frostbite, 
nothing is more remarkable than the extraordinary fortitude and 
resource shown by this young soldier of twenty-three during the long
drawn struggle. Pitons, Karabiner--all were expended, while the 
climbing rope, swollen by wet to monstrous proportions, still bound 
Kurz to his dead companions. Stones and snow-slides dislodged by 
the struggles above descended ceaselessly on the heads of the still 
advancing guides, Glatthard narrowly escaping destruction. Night 
came on and exchanging shouts with Kurz, who stated that ~e could 
not hold out another day, the guides were compelled . to retire. Their 
descent in the darkness and storm proved a nightmare. 

On July 22, at 04.30, the guides recommenced the ascent : heroic 
efforts resulted in their attaining a spot some I so ft. distant from Kurz, 
who had survived his fourth night ·out. It will be understood that the 
Austro-Germans having roped down into space, were well away to 
the E. of their, and the only possible, line of ascent. These I so ft., 
vertical and entirely glazed with ice, proved insuperable even to the 
professionals. Shouts were exchanged with Kurz, still in the same 
position. He was bidden to cut the rope between himself and Angerer 
- this he finally contrived with his ice axe, the body plunging into 
space and narrowly missing the guides. The rope thus freed and the 
various ends knotted together, could then be lowered to the guides, 
an exhausting work accomplished by Kurz in more than 3 hours of 
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labour. The rope thus lowered, some I50 ft. long, just reached the 
guides. To this they attached two further 6o-ft. (British) ropes, 
together with two pitons and Karabiner. The whole was then drawn 
up by Kurz, passed through the fresh Karab£ner, and a (sling) rappel 
contrived. It appears that the lowering manreuvres could not be 
undertaken by the guides themselves owing to their own and Kurz's 
position, as also to the knotted ropes. Be that as it may, Kurz, slowly 
and with immense labour, began to rope do,;vn over the cliff. Hours 
passed, but during all this space of time the undaunted German, gasping 
for breath, was able to acquaint the men below of much that had 
happened above. A snow avalanche swished over the party, con
cealing Kurz for some minutes, yet he managed to reach a place where 
Glatthard, standing on Rubi's head and held against the cliff by the 
latter's outstretched arms, succeeded almost in touching Kurz's cram
poned feet with extended axe. But the knots of the rope now jammed 
in the Karabiner : Kurz endeavoured to pull them through, but swaying 
gently in the wind some 20 ft. clear of the cliff, exhausted by the pro
tracted struggle yet within a few feet of safety, at I I .30 quietly expired. 

It was the end ; in ceaseless danger the guides fell back once more. 
Most gallantly, they had achieved far more than their duty. 

'. . . The Eiger had struck down three assailants and destroyed 
the fourth through cold, hunger and exhaustion. Four guides had 
during 7 hours of ceaseless stonefall struggled to save the lives of 
desperadoes who driven forward fecklessly by irresponsible desire for 
notoriety had fought to place in the temple of fame of their false gods 
the mightiest of Alpine faces .... ' 

On July 24 a party of eight Munichers, subsequently increased to 
fourteen, belonging to the Bergwacht and including Herren Franz · 
Schmid and Rudolf Peters 9 of Matterhorn and Grandes Jorasses fame, 
arrived at Kl. Scheidegg to search for the remains. The leader was 
named Siebenwurst. The German wireless brazenly informed the 
world that the rescue had been attempted by the Bergwacht, whereas 
this latter did not reach the vicinity of Alpiglen until after the death of 
the last survivor ! Moreover, it is instructive to note that the Berg
wacht took 4 hours to traverse from the tunnel-gallery to the place 
where Kurz's body was hanging, whereas the guides, under the worst 
conditions, accomplished the same distance in 45 minutes. Never
theless the devotion of the former is worthy of the highest praise ; in 
fact all risked their lives in what seems to us but a pious and useless 
quest. The result was the discovery at the base of the cliff of a few 

9 On August 30 Herren Peters and Hintermeier attempted very late in 
the day the ascent of the J ungfrau by the N .E. a rete ; attaining the Great 
Gendarme in 6 hours from the Jungfraujoch, a large block was dislodged by 
Hintenneier, who fell 'vith it. Peters contrived to hold him on the rope, 
but Hintermeier was seriously injured and had to be rescued by guides. The 
place of the accident was attained by the professionals Fritz Steuri, jun., and 
Ernst F euz in 1 t hours. Hintermeier, transported to hospital, is to be 
replaced by another member of the Berg,vacht. From Der Bund. 
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remains identified as those of Sedelmayr who perished in I 93 5 and 
of Angerer, and later of Rainer of this year's party. The body of Kurz 
was cut down by means of a knife fixed to a long pole and allowed to 
fall to the base, where it was recovered on August 25. The remains 
of the others have not yet been found. It is now (October) stated that 
some properties belonging to Mehringer, a victim of 1935, have been 
identified. It is assumed lately that Mehringer and Sedelmayr were 
killed by falling and did not perish from cold and starvation. 

The Austrian victims were members of a refugee camp in Germany, 
while the Germans were soldiers. Their attitude towards the projected 
ascent may be summarized in a statement made to local guides previous 
to the attempt. 'Die Wand ist unser oder wir bleiben in ihr.' Surely 
a more honourable one than that attributed to one Teufel, killed on the 
Schneehorn while ' practising ' for the Eigerwand, 10 ' You Swiss are 
worthless, WE will accomplish the deed.' 

The following are excerpts (Neue Basler Zeitung) from statements 
made by our member, Dr. Oskar Hug of Zurich, to the Swiss Press: 

In reply to the question ' Is the ascent of the Eigerwand possible ? ' 
Dr. Hug answers : ' Nowadays nearly everything is possible, not even 
excluding this face. Regular siege tactics including assault sections 
and casualties are however obligatory. But the forcing of the Eiger
wand is principally a matter of luck at least go per cent. of the latter 
is required. Extreme forms of technical development, a fanatical 
disregard of death, staying powers and bodily toughness are in this case 
details of mere secondary importance. The incalculable elements of 
fate, chance, the possibility of escape· from objective dangers stonefall, 
avalanches, etc. are so overwhelmingly important that this face
climb lies completely outside the pale of mountaineering, belonging 
far more to a degenerate form of the Children's Crusade of the Middle 
Ages. . . . ' 

' Technical equipment and food for a first ascent of this face were 
insufficient. The first attempt in I 93 5 had shown clearly that it is not 
a question of one or two days. The party began with a grave error : 
the members were accustomed to dry and low faces, they treated the 
Eiger on an Eastern Alps' scale. This reckoning was altogether false. 
On the other hand in such an assault an important role is played by the 
weight of the equipment. Rope coils, pitons, clothing, etc., grow so 
heavy that less food can be carried.' 

Dr. Hug considers that foreigners attempting the Eigerwand should 
be forced to provide their own rescue parties. We \Vould go further 
still and suggest that all extraneous search or rescue parties be forbidden, 
' for why should the lives of good men be risked to save those indivjduals 
who, before starting, have made already the sacrifice of their own ? ' 
As regards the Olympic Medal for 'Alpine Valour' for which the 
Austro- German party was ostensibly competing our member states : 

' An Olympic medal for mountaineering is to be deprecated at all 
costs. Mountaineering, as understood by Swiss and British climbers, 

lo P. 368. 
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is not an Olympic sport. Mountaineering contains some elements of 
sporting characteristics, but these are of a quite secondary nature. 
The form however fostered by Eastern Alps' scrambling smacks more 
of the Olympic stadium where publicity is not unwillingly sought. 
Swiss and British mountaineers will have no dealings with Olympic 
medals.' 

The Volkische B eobachter, a well-known German national paper, 
remarks: 

' A fresh and doubtful fight has arisen with the defences of the mighty 
face in which the latter have remained triumphant. The critical 
opinions of the Swiss Press have however received too little attention 
from our youth. That is the lesson to be learnt from this second 
disaster in the great face, where a terrible mountain tragedy has just 
been enacted.' 

\\
7ith the concluding remarks of our Swiss contemporary, the JouRNAL 

and British mountaineers concur entirely : ' We wish that the above 
statements [i.e. of the German paper] could be painted in red and 
taken to heart throughout the whole of Germany. Then might this 
destroying face lure no more unnecessary victims to their death, nor 
endanger the lives of heroic rescuers.' 11 

Perhaps the most disquieting result of this almost inevitable disaster 
is the fact that the Teutonic Press as a whole considers that harsh 
criticism of the insane deed has been meted out by the Swiss and 
European newspapers. In my opinion repeated on several occasions 
in this JOURNAL modern German methods of what is misnamed 
' mountaineering ' in that country are, but too often, thoroughly un
sound, and in every way destructive to the first principles of that 
pastime as known to every beginner throughout the remainder of 
Europe. 

To the families of those who, worthlessly, have thrown away their 
valuable lives, we offer our sympathy; to the guides who generously 
risked their all, our sincere admiration. 

E. L. S. 

On August 22 the body of Herr T. Dorfner was found on the Kalli 
Glacier near the Eismeer station. He and his companion Hans 
Kallenberger, both Germans, had been observed wandering pro
miscuously about the Eiger Glacier. Both appeared to be quite 
ignorant of snow-craft. It is presumed that they reached the N. 
Eigerj och and then fell through the corniche on the E. side. The 
body of Kallenberger has not been brought down ; it was stated to be 
still hanging from the rope in an inaccessible spot. 

11 By a decree of the authorities at Interlaken an order has been issued for
bidding access to the Eigerwand and threatening all manner of fines to trans• 
gressors dated July 25, 1936. Doubtless the Swiss authorities are conversant 
with their own business, but such legislation seems to u s absurd and impossible 
of enforcement. No law yet made can prevent suicide, still less intemperate 
and vicious attempts at the same. 
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The Accidents in the Gesiiuse 
0 

A PERFECT ' 1\llassacre of Innocents ' and others occurred during the 
Whitsun holidays. As usual, many lightly clad and often ill-equipped 
parties were trying the usual climbs, few of which exceed 7000 ft. in 
altitude but are often of great difficulty. Most of these parties ~·ere 
caught by sudden storms and several fatal accidents occurred. 

On lV1ay 3 I Herr Wolf von Stadler and Frau Roth-Tilgner from 
the Haindlkar hut attempted the RossKUPPENKANTE, one of the most 
difficult of the limestone climbs, on which several previous accidents 
have been reported.l2 Caught in the bad weather so common in 1936, 

the party was still 6oo ft. below the top on June 2. A large rescue 
party left the Hess hut at 03.00 on June 2, proceeding to the summit 
of the Dachl, whence faint cries for help appeared to be emanating. 
The weather was fearful, but the party of 25 men roped down from 
the top, reaching the marooned party at 14.00. The spot was a ledge 
30 em. wide. Of the party, consisting as has been said of a lady 
and a man, the former, slung down by ropes, was brought safely 
to the Hess hut at 01 .oo on June 3· The man, however, most scantily 
clad as he was and, owing to the weather against ~rhich the party 
was competing, provided with but little food (sic), had succumbed 
on the ledge 2 hours before the arrival of the rescue party. The latter 
had worked continuously \Vith 700 m. of rope for some 22 hours. 

A party of three, Herren Scherak and F. Schmidt, together with 
Fraulein Wilma Gouth, were similarly caught on the difficult HocHTOR 
when trying the ridge connecting that peak with the Oedstein. Scherak 
escaped, but the others perished on June 2. 

In the Rossruck region Herr K. Gruber died of cold, while many 
other parties throughout the district were benighted and barely escaped. 

From Allgemeine Bergsteiger Zeitung. 

12 See the ' Ennstaler Alps, ' by J. W. Wyatt, A.J. 44· 245- 56 . 
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